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As Shiba Inu is in the decline stage, one of the most important questions is, are investors
interested in this gambling?

2022 will not develop as predicted for cryptocurrencies. The cryptocurrency market is in a
downward phase, especially cryptocurrencies such as Shiba Inu. Shiba Inu is the reason for the
large proportion of cryptocurrency investors in today’s market. In 2021, after issuing a price
increase of 50000,00%, the growth rate of the currency was shocking, which attracted many
investors.

The coin has even made initial investors who even have Shib tokens worth $10 super rich. In the
case of cryptocurrency collapse, some cryptocurrencies are losing their luster. Shiba Inu is one such
example. It was once one of the top ten digital tokens, but now it is trying to maintain its position in
the top 15. Now, as it is in the decline stage, one of the most important questions is, are investors
interested in this gamble?
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Shiba Inu Faces Obstacles
Although 2021 is a breakthrough year for the revenue of cryptocurrency, it has not completely
improved the mainstream adoption. The measure of the future success of tokens like Shiba Inu is
whether enterprises are willing to accept it as a means of payment, which should promote
consumers to use it. For businesses that need predictable cash flow, a value that rises by millions of
percentage points and then loses more than half of its currency in a year is not a friend. This
triggered a chain reaction; If enterprises do not accept Chivas, consumers have no reason to own it,
except as a speculative bet.

In addition, the pattern of the cryptocurrency industry is changing. As the US government and its
regulators try to implement the new rules, its decentralized and unregulated nature that attracts
many investors will soon disappear. Under the new legislation proposed for 2023, investors may be
taxed on cryptocurrency gains every time they sell, exchange or spend their tokens. And brokers will
be required to report such data to the IRS, unveiling valuable anonymity.

Like many speculative asset classes, regulators are trying to minimize the losses of unsuspecting
retail investors. The securities and Exchange Commission is studying whether most cryptocurrency
assets should be classified as securities, which will force exchanges to meet strict audit and
compliance standards to prevent evil activities and market manipulation.
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The Era of Shiba Inu is Coming to An End
The Shiba Inu era is coming to an end, and all the signs are there. A large number of well
performing coins, such as bitgert, are accelerating the collapse process. It should be noted that
bitgert and centcex are practical items, while Shiba Inu is a memory currency. This is the biggest
difference between bitgert and other coins and Shib.

The commemorative coins are not practical, and there are no specific projects being built by the
team. The demand for the currency was caused by speculation in the large-scale market. This is
what happened to Shiba Inu. Now, the hype is dead and the currency is collapsing. Unless the Shiba
Inu team solves these problems, the era of the once most powerful coin is coming to an end. But
what makes cryptocurrency investors not give up this cryptocurrency?
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Shibaburn Portal for Cryptocurrency Investors
With the launch of the official shibaswap burn portal, Shiba army will take a long time to make the
price reach US $1. This new portal is mainly to provide a Web3 wallet for cryptocurrency investors
to burn Shiba Inu tokens and make money through passive income incentives for effective
participation. It is reported that the growth rate of this Shiba Inu combustion mechanism is
347.35%.

The shibaburn portal will send tokens and unsaved details to the remote cryptocurrency wallet
address. Cryptocurrency investors or Shiba troops cannot retrieve data in the near future. The portal
is determined to encourage cryptocurrency investors to burn cryptocurrency and make the
cryptocurrency market scarce. Therefore, demand will increase and prices will automatically
increase to drive the profits of cryptocurrency wallets.


